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Important information regarding the
safe use of Black Ice products

In order to experience all the benefits Black Ice offers, please follow these simple instructions.

Charging Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1.5 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 4 hr.
Ice water-approx 1 hr.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Charging Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 3 hr.
Ice water-approx 20 min.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Initial Temperature Caution
When you charge a Black Ice Pack, the initial temperature of the pack will be the same as the temperature of
the charging method used. That means a pack pulled from a household freezer (which is normally set to
about 0ºF) will be 0ºF. When charged in a refrigerator, or in ice water, the initial pack temperature will be
closer to 32-35ºF.

Seconds after a charged pack is removed from charging, it will begin to warm up. When the pack nears 52ºF
(CoolTherapy) or 57ºF (Personal Cooling), the output temperature will level off and will then remain constant
until the pack discharges. If you find the pack is too cold right out of the freezer, refrigerator or ice water,
allow it to sit out for a few minutes. It will rise and level off to operating temperature.

Cold Therapy Caution
Every person is different, so some users may be more sensitive to cold than others. To use Black Ice
CoolTherapy safely, the user must take the responsibility for monitoring the injury site for signs of cold-
induced issues. This is always important, but it is particularly important while using CoolTherapy on
extremities (feet, toes, fingers, ears, nose, etc.), and even more important in the case of users who suffer
from Raynaud's Syndrome or other cold-sensitivity maladies.

While using your CoolTherapy, you must inspect the area at least every time you swap CoolTherapy
Packs (generally every 1-1.5 hr.). This is especially important when applying CoolTherapy to
extremities-feet, toes, fingers, etc. If you are cooling an extremity, check more often until you are
convinced you are not experiencing any cold-induced issues. If there are any signs of discoloration
(deep reddening, purple/blue, whitening, etc.), or if you experience undue pain, numbness or
sluggish muscle response, discontinue CoolTherapy for at least two hours. In the unlikely event the
condition persists, consult a healthcare professional.

Do not swap out CoolTherapy packs until they are discharged. Swapping packs too quickly may
cause an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-
induced injury.

Do not apply Black Ice CoolTherapy along with any other form of cold therapy. Doing so may lead to
an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced
injury.
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Refreshing, 24/7 Personal
Cooling You Can Really Feel.
The Cool Collar CCX-S is a comfortable two-piece personal cooling
system worn on the neck. With a soft neoprene wrap and two
detachable cooling packs that deliver regulated 57°F cooling with a
quick 20 minute recharge, the CCX-S provides refreshing,
uninterrupted cooling so effective, you just have to feel it to believe it.

CoolSwap™ Wrap
Ergonomically designed for extreme comfort during even the most
rigorous activity, this soft and flexible neoprene wrap keeps the cooling
element in place—whether you're driving for the green or watching the
kids play soccer.

Includes Two CPX Personal Cooling Packs
Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs produce a regulated output of 57°F
for up to 1.5 hours. Recharge takes as little as 20 minutes, so
swapping packs on the fly is a snap, making convenient and refreshing
24/7 personal cooling just a cooler of ice water away.

Not A Cooling Bandana
Soggy bandanas use evaporation for cooling, so they don't
work in high humidity. Black Ice is unaffected by humidity.
It gives you refreshing 57°F cooling—no matter the weather.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
Modular CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a
temperature that's comfortable yet very effective for cold therapy—all
without batteries, hoses or power cords.

Back Pain? Cool!
The BTX CoolTherapy Back Wrap is designed to precisely target back
pain according to your individual anatomy. Customized pack
placement lets you decide where the cooling goes, and adjustable
compression gives you control over pressure. The result? Effective
relief at a comfortably soothing temperature. Need Hospital-Grade
therapy without the wires, hoses and horrible food? Black Ice fills that
perscription.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy 
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Don't you hate ice burn? With an output of 32°F, ice and frozen gels
are just too painful to use on an injury. Like the sophisticated cold
therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice CoolTherapy Packs deliver
regulated cooling at 52°F—a temperature that's effective for cold
therapy, yet still comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.

Bumps? Bruises? Burns? Cool!
The UTX is a hand-held CoolTherapy System for bumps, bruises,
stings, insect bites and minor burns. With its lightweight and compact
design, it's also perfect for soothing irritated skin after cosmetic
surgery or even for taking the edge off a toothache.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy 
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Don't you hate ice burn? With an output of 32°F, ice and frozen gels
are just too painful to use on an injury. Like the sophisticated cold
therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice CoolTherapy Packs deliver
regulated cooling at 52°F—a temperature that's effective for cold
therapy, yet still comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.

Bumps? Bruises? Burns? Cool!
The UTX is a hand-held CoolTherapy System for bumps, bruises,
stings, insect bites and minor burns. With its lightweight and compact
design, it's also perfect for soothing irritated skin after cosmetic
surgery or even for taking the edge off a toothache.
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Cool Features 
Make a Cool Product
There are thousands of cold therapy products, and they all have the
same old problem—They're just too cold for comfort. In fact, they're so
cold you risk frost bite by using them for more than 20 minutes at a
time. With a regulated 52°F temperature output, Black Ice can be used
continuously for as long as you need it—and that's going to help you
recover more quickly.

Modular CoolTherapy Pack
The UTX uses the Black Ice MCP (Modular CoolTherapy Pack). This
specially designed cooling pack can be used with most Black Ice
CoolTherapy products—saving you money by allowing you to
purchase additional wraps or packs to fit your individual needs.

Simple and effective
The UTX is designed to provide quick CoolTherapy to areas that don't
lend themselves to wraps. With an effective hand-held design, it takes
no time to place a CoolTherapy Pack just where you need it.

Instant relief is always at the ready 
Whether it's a bump on the head, a bug bite or sting, a minor burn or a
toothache, the UTX can help soothe pain and swelling. Store your
MCP cooling packs in the freezer or refrigerator, and you'll always be
prepared for those little boo boos, anytime—night or day.
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Cool Features 
Make a Cool Product
There are thousands of cold therapy products, and they all have the
same old problem—They're just too cold for comfort. In fact, they're so
cold you risk frost bite by using them for more than 20 minutes at a
time. With a regulated 52°F temperature output, Black Ice can be used
continuously for as long as you need it—and that's going to help you
recover more quickly.

Modular CoolTherapy Pack
The UTX uses the Black Ice MCP (Modular CoolTherapy Pack). This
specially designed cooling pack can be used with most Black Ice
CoolTherapy products—saving you money by allowing you to
purchase additional wraps or packs to fit your individual needs.

Simple and effective
The UTX is designed to provide quick CoolTherapy to areas that don't
lend themselves to wraps. With an effective hand-held design, it takes
no time to place a CoolTherapy Pack just where you need it.

Instant relief is always at the ready 
Whether it's a bump on the head, a bug bite or sting, a minor burn or a
toothache, the UTX can help soothe pain and swelling. Store your
MCP cooling packs in the freezer or refrigerator, and you'll always be
prepared for those little boo boos, anytime—night or day.

Black Ice 
CoolTherapy Products
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy 
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Don't you hate ice burn? With an output of 32°F, ice and frozen gels
are just too painful to use on an injury. Like the sophisticated cold
therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice CoolTherapy Packs deliver
regulated cooling at 52°F—a temperature that's effective for cold
therapy, yet still comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.

Bumps? Bruises? Burns? Cool!
The UTX is a hand-held CoolTherapy System for bumps, bruises,
stings, insect bites and minor burns. With its lightweight and compact
design, it's also perfect for soothing irritated skin after cosmetic
surgery or even for taking the edge off a toothache.
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Charge, mount, apply.
Cold therapy was never this cool.
No skin barriers, no timers, no worries—Black Ice is as simple as it
is cool. Just follow these three easy steps and begin your recovery
using effective and comfortable CoolTherapy.

charge
Black Ice gives you three charging options*:

freezer: 1.5 hr.
refrigerator: 4 hr.
ice water: 1 hr.

Store your packs in the freezer or fridge for instant access to
CoolTherapy. 
*charge times may vary slightly keep packs flat while charging

mount
Use the built-in hook-and-loop fasteners to mount your Modular
Cooling Pack to the CoolTherapy Pad.

apply
Simply place the UTX over the injury site, being sure the cooling
pack directly contacts injured area. Apply additional pressure as
desired. Swap packs when needed.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a temperature
that's effective for cold therapy while still being soothing and
comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.

Neck pain? Cool!
Based on the popular Black Ice Cool Collar CCX, the NTX is
ergonomically-designed to deliver soothing CoolTherapy directly to
your aching neck. The simple two-piece design is easy to use,
lightweight and compact, allowing you to use CoolTherapy just about
anywhere, anytime.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a temperature
that's effective for cold therapy while still being soothing and
comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.

Neck pain? Cool!
Based on the popular Black Ice Cool Collar CCX, the NTX is
ergonomically-designed to deliver soothing CoolTherapy directly to
your aching neck. The simple two-piece design is easy to use,
lightweight and compact, allowing you to use CoolTherapy just about
anywhere, anytime.
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Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
There are thousands of cold therapy products out there, and they all
have the same old problem—They're just too cold for comfort. In fact,
they're so cold you risk frost bite by using them for more than 20
minutes at a time. With a regulated 52°F temperature output, Black Ice
can be used much longer—and that's going to help you recover more
quickly.

Ergonomics 101
The NTX CoolTherapy System uses the same CoolSwap wrap and
pack design as the Black Ice Cool Collar CCX, so you can be sure the
NTX fits comfortably and delivers all the soothing CoolTherapy you're
searching for.

Simple upgrade for CCX owners
Already own a Black Ice Cool Collar? Take it to the next level by
adding a set of NX CoolTherapy Packs. Get the same comfort and
soothing relief found in the entire Black Ice CoolTherapy line at a price
that won't put a chill on your wallet.

Simple recharging
Recharging a CoolTherapy Pack is as simple as dropping it the
freezer, refrigerator or ice water. You can even store your packs in the
freezer or fridge for instant, 24/7 access to CoolTherapy.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a temperature
that's effective for cold therapy while still being soothing and
comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.

Neck pain? Cool!
Based on the popular Black Ice Cool Collar CCX, the NTX is
ergonomically-designed to deliver soothing CoolTherapy directly to
your aching neck. The simple two-piece design is easy to use,
lightweight and compact, allowing you to use CoolTherapy just about
anywhere, anytime.
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Charge, mount, wrap.
Cold therapy was never this cool. 
No skin barriers, no timers, no worries—Black Ice is as simple as it
is cool. Just follow these three easy steps and begin your recovery
using effective and comfortable CoolTherapy.

charge
Black Ice gives you three charging options*:

freezer: 1.5 hr.
refrigerator: 4 hr.
ice water: 1 hr.

Store your packs in the freezer or fridge for instant access to
CoolTherapy.
*charge times may vary slightly keep packs flat while charging

mount
Use the built-in hook-and-loop fasteners to mount your CTX
CoolTherapy Pack to the CoolSwap Neck Wrap.

wrap
Place the System so the CoolTherapy Pack surface directly
contacts the back of your neck. Adjust fit with the hook and loop
tab. Swap packs when needed.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy–reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more–without dragging along prehistoric problems like timed
application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present threat
of frost bite.

Cold therapy without the cold
Let's face it–At 32°F, traditional cold therapy is a pain in the ice. With a
safely regulated output of 52°F, each Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy
pack can deliver all the medically-proven benefits of traditional cold
therapy–reduced pain, swelling and muscle spasms–but at a
temperature that's soothing and comfortable.

Sports injury? Cool!
With a modular pack design, and a choice of four wrap lengths, the
STX CoolTherapy Sports Wrap precisely targets your pain and
swelling. Ankle, knee, elbow, wrist, or just about anywhere else, the
STX delivers soothing and effective CoolTherapy exactly where you
need it. Want Hospital-Grade therapy without the wires, hoses and
horrible food? The Rx is Black Ice. 
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy–reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more–without dragging along prehistoric problems like timed
application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present threat
of frost bite.

Cold therapy without the cold
Let's face it–At 32°F, traditional cold therapy is a pain in the ice. With a
safely regulated output of 52°F, each Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy
pack can deliver all the medically-proven benefits of traditional cold
therapy–reduced pain, swelling and muscle spasms–but at a
temperature that's soothing and comfortable.

Sports injury? Cool!
With a modular pack design, and a choice of four wrap lengths, the
STX CoolTherapy Sports Wrap precisely targets your pain and
swelling. Ankle, knee, elbow, wrist, or just about anywhere else, the
STX delivers soothing and effective CoolTherapy exactly where you
need it. Want Hospital-Grade therapy without the wires, hoses and
horrible food? The Rx is Black Ice. 
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Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
There are thousands of cold therapy products out there, and
they all have the same old problem—They're just too cold for
comfort. In fact, they're so cold you risk frost bite by using
them for more than 20 minutes at a time. With a regulated
52°F output, Black Ice can be used for as long as you need
it—and that's going to help you recover more quickly.

MCP Modular CoolTherapy Packs
The STX uses the Black Ice MCP Modular CoolTherapy Pack. Set to
produce a temperature output of 52°F, this unique cooling pack can be
used with most Black Ice CoolTherapy products—saving you money
by allowing you to purchase additional wraps or packs to fit your
individual needs.

Adjustable Pack placement
The STX uses the Black Ice MCP (Modular CoolTherapy Pack).
Several MCPs can be attached via hook & loop fasteners in a variety
of positions on the SX Wrap, allowing you to precisely target your pain.

SX Wrap with adjustable compression
Every person is different, and that means your pain is as ndividual as
you are. The SX Sports Wrap is soft and stretchable—offering you a
wide range of compression adjustment. Simply vary your CoolTherapy
pressure to suit your needs. 
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy–reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more–without dragging along prehistoric problems like timed
application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present threat
of frost bite.

Cold therapy without the cold
Let's face it–At 32°F, traditional cold therapy is a pain in the ice. With a
safely regulated output of 52°F, each Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy
pack can deliver all the medically-proven benefits of traditional cold
therapy–reduced pain, swelling and muscle spasms–but at a
temperature that's soothing and comfortable.

Sports injury? Cool!
With a modular pack design, and a choice of four wrap lengths, the
STX CoolTherapy Sports Wrap precisely targets your pain and
swelling. Ankle, knee, elbow, wrist, or just about anywhere else, the
STX delivers soothing and effective CoolTherapy exactly where you
need it. Want Hospital-Grade therapy without the wires, hoses and
horrible food? The Rx is Black Ice. 
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Charge, mount, wrap.
Cold therapy was never this cool.
No skin barriers, no timers, no worries—Black Ice is as imple as it
is cool. Just follow these three easy steps and begin your recovery
using effective and comfortable CoolTherapy.

charge
Black Ice gives you three charging options*:

freezer: 1.5 hr.
refrigerator: 4 hr.
ice water: 1 hr.

Store your packs in the freezer or fridge for instant access to
CoolTherapy. 
*charge times may vary slightly keep packs flat while charging

mount
Use the built-in hook-and-loop fasteners to mount your Modular
Cooling Packs to the CoolTherapy Wrap.

wrap
Roll wrap around injury location, being sure packs directly contact
injured area. Adjust compression using hook-and-loop tab. Swap
packs when needed.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
Modular CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a
temperature that's comfortable yet very effective for cold therapy—all
without batteries, hoses or power cords.

Back Pain? Cool!
The BTX CoolTherapy Back Wrap is designed to precisely target back
pain according to your individual anatomy. Customized pack
placement lets you decide where the cooling goes, and adjustable
compression gives you control over pressure. The result? Effective
relief at a comfortably soothing temperature. Need Hospital-Grade
therapy without the wires, hoses and horrible food? Black Ice fills that
perscription.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
Modular CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a
temperature that's comfortable yet very effective for cold therapy—all
without batteries, hoses or power cords.

Back Pain? Cool!
The BTX CoolTherapy Back Wrap is designed to precisely target back
pain according to your individual anatomy. Customized pack
placement lets you decide where the cooling goes, and adjustable
compression gives you control over pressure. The result? Effective
relief at a comfortably soothing temperature. Need Hospital-Grade
therapy without the wires, hoses and horrible food? Black Ice fills that
perscription.
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Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
There are thousands of cold therapy products out there, and they all
have the same old problem—They're just too cold for comfort. In fact,
they're so cold you risk frost bite by using them for more than 20
minutes at a time. With a regulated 52°F temperature output, Black Ice
can be used for as long as you need it—and that's going to help you
recover more quickly.

MCP Modular CoolTherapy Packs
The BTX uses the Black Ice MCP Modular CoolTherapy Pack. Set to
produce a temperature output of 52°F, this unique cooling pack can be
used with most Black Ice CoolTherapy products—saving you money
by allowing you to purchase additional wraps or packs to fit your
individual needs.

Adjustable Pack placement
Thanks to a modular design, several Black Ice MCPs can be placed in
a variety of positions on the BX Wrap, allowing you to precisely target
your pain and swelling.

BX Wrap with adjustable compression
Every person is different, and that means your pain is as ndividual as
you are. The BX Back Wrap is ergonomically designed to offer a wide
range of compression adjustment, so you can vary your CoolTherapy
pressure to suit your pain level. 
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond cryotherapy products based on ice or
gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy Systems provide all the therapeutic
benefits of traditional cold therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain
relief and more—without dragging along prehistoric problems like
timed application, unbearable pain, skin barriers and the ever-present
threat of frost bite.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Like the sophisticated cold therapy pumps used in hospitals, Black Ice
Modular CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—a
temperature that's comfortable yet very effective for cold therapy—all
without batteries, hoses or power cords.

Back Pain? Cool!
The BTX CoolTherapy Back Wrap is designed to precisely target back
pain according to your individual anatomy. Customized pack
placement lets you decide where the cooling goes, and adjustable
compression gives you control over pressure. The result? Effective
relief at a comfortably soothing temperature. Need Hospital-Grade
therapy without the wires, hoses and horrible food? Black Ice fills that
perscription.
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Charge, mount, wrap.
Cold therapy was never this cool.
No skin barriers, no timers, no worries—Black Ice is as simple as it
is cool. Just follow these three easy steps and begin your recovery
using effective and comfortable CoolTherapy.

charge
Black Ice gives you three charging options*:

freezer: 1.5 hr.
refrigerator: 4 hr.
ice water: 1 hr.

Store your packs in the freezer or fridge
for instant access to CoolTherapy.
*charge times may vary slightly
keep packs flat while charging

mount
Use the built-in hook-and-loop fasteners to mount your
Modular Cooling Packs to the BTX CoolTherapy Wrap.
Packs may be placed in a variety of positions.

wrap
Place wrap so packs contact area of pain. Close with
hook-and-loop tab. Vary compression by adjusting
compression tabs. Swap packs when needed.
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Break out of the Ice Age
with Black Ice CoolTherapy
A revolutionary leap beyond ice and gels, Black Ice CoolTherapy
Systems provide all the therapeutic benefits of traditional cold
therapy—reduced swelling, drug-free pain relief and more—
without dragging along prehistoric problems like unbearable
pain, skin barriers, timed application, and the threat of frostbite.
Cold therapy without the cold.

Cold therapy—without the cold
Don't you hate ice burn? With an output of 32°F, ice and frozen
gels are just too painful to use. Like hospital-based cryopumps,
Black Ice CoolTherapy Packs deliver regulated cooling at 52°F—
a temperature that's extremely effective for cold therapy, yet
still comfortable enough to apply directly to your skin.
Shoulder pain? Cool!

Shoulder Pain? Cool!
With a modular pack design, the SHX CoolTherapy Shoulder
Wrap precisely targets your pain. Whether you're recovering
from surgery, overuse or just a "tweak," the SHX delivers
soothing and effective CoolTherapy exactly where you need
it—left shoulder or right. Want Hospital-Grade therapy without
the wires, hoses and horrible food? The Rx is Black Ice.

 

Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
There are thousands of cold therapy products out there, and
they all have the same old problem—They're just too cold for
comfort. In fact, they're so cold you risk frostbite by using
them for more than 20 minutes at a time. With a regulated
52°F output, Black Ice can be used for as long as you need
it—and that's going to help you recover more quickly.

MCP Modular CoolTherapy Packs
The SHX uses the Black Ice Modular
CoolTherapy Pack. Set to produce a
temperature output of 52°F, the MCP
can be used with most any Black Ice
CoolTherapy product—saving money by
allowing you to purchase additional
wraps or packs to fit your needs.

Adjustable Pack placement
Every person is different, and that means your injury is as unique as
you are. The SHX uses the Black Ice MCP (Modular CoolTherapy
Pack). Several MCPs can be attached via hook & loop anchors in a
variety of positions on the SHX Wrap, allowing you to precisely target
your pain. Right Side, Left Side,Big, Small—You're Covered The SHX
CoolTherapy Shoulder Wrap fits both left and right shoulders, and with
adjustable straps, one size fits nearly every body size, small to large.
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Charge, mount, wrap.
Cold therapy was never this cool.
No skin barriers, no timers, no worries—Black Ice is as simple
as it is cool. Just follow these easy steps and begin your
recovery using effective and comfortable CoolTherapy.

charge
Black Ice gives you three charging options*:

freezer: 1.5 hr.
refrigerator: 4 hr.
ice water: 1.5 hr.

Store your packs in the freezer or fridge
for instant access to CoolTherapy.
*charge times may vary slightly
keep packs flat while charging

mount
Use the built-in hook-and-loop anchors to mount
your MCPs to the SHX CoolTherapy Wrap.

wrap
Place the wrap on your shoulder so the MCPs directly contact
the area of pain (Black Ice works best against bare skin).
Loop the large bands around your waist and attach to the
front and rear of wrap. Use the small band to snug the wrap fit
under your arm. Swap packs when needed.
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Refreshing Personal
Cooling You Can Really Feel.
The Cool Collar CCX-K is a comfortable two-piece personal cooling
system worn on the neck. With a soft neoprene wrap and a detachable
CPX Personal Cooling Pack that delivers regulated 57°F cooling with a
quick 20 minute recharge, the CCX-K provides refreshing cooling so
effective, you just have to feel it to believe it.

CoolSwap™ Wrap
Ergonomically designed for extreme comfort during even the most
rigorous activity, this soft and flexible neoprene wrap keeps the cooling
element in place—whether you're driving for the green or watching the
kids play soccer.

CPX Personal Cooling Pack
The Black Ice Personal Cooling Pack produces a regulated output of
57°F for up to 1.5 hours. Recharge takes as little as 20 minutes in ice
water, so you can be cool at a moment's notice just about anytime,
anywhere.

Not A Cooling Bandana
Soggy bandanas use evaporation for cooling, so they don't
work in high humidity. Black Ice is unaffected by humidity.
It gives you refreshing 57°F cooling—no matter the weather.

 

Black Ice  
Personal Cooling

Products
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Charge, mount, wrap.
Being cool was never so easy.
Black Ice is as simple as it is cool. No batteries, no fans, no need
to spray water here or there. Just follow three simple steps and
enjoy refreshing, long lasting personal cooling.

charge
Black Ice gives you three charging options*:

freezer: 1 hr.
refrigerator: 4 hr.
ice water: 20 min.

Store your packs in the freezer or fridge for instant access to
personal cooling. 
*charge times may vary slightly keep packs flat while charging

mount
Use the built-in hook-and-loop fasteners to mount your CPX
Personal Cooling Pack to the CoolSwap Neck Wrap.

wrap
Place the System so the Personal Cooling Pack surface directly
contacts the back of your neck. Adjust fit with the hook and loop
tab. Swap packs when needed.
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Refreshing Personal
Cooling You Can Really Feel.
The Cool Collar CCX-K is a comfortable two-piece personal cooling
system worn on the neck. With a soft neoprene wrap and a detachable
CPX Personal Cooling Pack that delivers regulated 57°F cooling with a
quick 20 minute recharge, the CCX-K provides refreshing cooling so
effective, you just have to feel it to believe it.

CoolSwap™ Wrap
Ergonomically designed for extreme comfort during even the most
rigorous activity, this soft and flexible neoprene wrap keeps the cooling
element in place—whether you're driving for the green or watching the
kids play soccer.

CPX Personal Cooling Pack
The Black Ice Personal Cooling Pack produces a regulated output of
57°F for up to 1.5 hours. Recharge takes as little as 20 minutes in ice
water, so you can be cool at a moment's notice just about anytime,
anywhere.

Not A Cooling Bandana
Soggy bandanas use evaporation for cooling, so they don't
work in high humidity. Black Ice is unaffected by humidity.
It gives you refreshing 57°F cooling—no matter the weather.
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Refreshing Personal
Cooling You Can Really Feel.
The Cool Collar CCX-K is a comfortable two-piece personal cooling
system worn on the neck. With a soft neoprene wrap and a detachable
CPX Personal Cooling Pack that delivers regulated 57°F cooling with a
quick 20 minute recharge, the CCX-K provides refreshing cooling so
effective, you just have to feel it to believe it.

CoolSwap™ Wrap
Ergonomically designed for extreme comfort during even the most
rigorous activity, this soft and flexible neoprene wrap keeps the cooling
element in place—whether you're driving for the green or watching the
kids play soccer.

CPX Personal Cooling Pack
The Black Ice Personal Cooling Pack produces a regulated output of
57°F for up to 1.5 hours. Recharge takes as little as 20 minutes in ice
water, so you can be cool at a moment's notice just about anytime,
anywhere.

Not A Cooling Bandana
Soggy bandanas use evaporation for cooling, so they don't
work in high humidity. Black Ice is unaffected by humidity.
It gives you refreshing 57°F cooling—no matter the weather.
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Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
Hundreds of products promise relief when it's hot, but how many
actually deliver? Black Ice does—It's engineered to take advantage of
advanced materials and thermodynamic principals to produce
refreshing, long-term cooling you have to feel to believe.

Cool And Refreshing
Bandanas provide very little tangible cooling, and electric contraptions
offer even less. Based on MAT (Molecular Alloy Technology), Black
Ice delivers a constant, regulated output of 57°F— a comfortable
temperature that's refeshingly cool.

Going The Distance
Other products feel cool for just a few minutes, and most don't work at
all in high humidity. The Black Ice CPX Personal Cooling Pack delivers
regulated 57°F cooling for up to 1.5 hours per recharge—regardless of
humidity level.

Quick Recharging = Instant Cooling
Black Ice recharges in a freezer or fridge, but with a quick 20 min.
recharge in ice water, the CCX-K can give you instant access to
personal cooling just about anywhere.
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Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
Hundreds of products promise relief when it's hot, but how many
actually deliver? Black Ice does—It's engineered to take advantage of
advanced materials and thermodynamic principals to produce
refreshing, long-term cooling you have to feel to believe.

Cool And Refreshing
Bandanas provide very little tangible cooling, and electric contraptions
offer even less. Based on MAT (Molecular Alloy Technology), Black
Ice delivers a constant, regulated output of 57°F— a comfortable
temperature that's refeshingly cool.

Going The Distance
Other products feel cool for just a few minutes, and most don't work at
all in high humidity. Each Black Ice CPX Personal Cooling Pack
delivers regulated 57°F cooling for up to 1.5 hours per recharge—
regardless of humidity level.

Quick Recharging = 24/7 Cooling
Black Ice recharges in a freezer or fridge, but with a quick 20 min.
recharge in ice water, the CCX-S gives you access to true 24/7
cooling. Just keep your spare pack in a cooler of ice water and swap
out when needed.
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Refreshing, 24/7 Personal
Cooling You Can Really Feel.
The Cool Collar CCX-S is a comfortable two-piece personal cooling
system worn on the neck. With a soft neoprene wrap and two
detachable cooling packs that deliver regulated 57°F cooling with a
quick 20 minute recharge, the CCX-S provides refreshing,
uninterrupted cooling so effective, you just have to feel it to believe it.

CoolSwap™ Wrap
Ergonomically designed for extreme comfort during even the most
rigorous activity, this soft and flexible neoprene wrap keeps the cooling
element in place—whether you're driving for the green or watching the
kids play soccer.

Includes Two CPX Personal Cooling Packs
Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs produce a regulated output of 57°F
for up to 1.5 hours. Recharge takes as little as 20 minutes, so
swapping packs on the fly is a snap, making convenient and refreshing
24/7 personal cooling just a cooler of ice water away.

Not A Cooling Bandana
Soggy bandanas use evaporation for cooling, so they don't
work in high humidity. Black Ice is unaffected by humidity.
It gives you refreshing 57°F cooling—no matter the weather.
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Refreshing, 24/7 Personal
Cooling You Can Really Feel.
The Cool Collar CCX-S is a comfortable two-piece personal cooling
system worn on the neck. With a soft neoprene wrap and two
detachable cooling packs that deliver regulated 57°F cooling with a
quick 20 minute recharge, the CCX-S provides refreshing,
uninterrupted cooling so effective, you just have to feel it to believe it.

CoolSwap™ Wrap
Ergonomically designed for extreme comfort during even the most
rigorous activity, this soft and flexible neoprene wrap keeps the cooling
element in place—whether you're driving for the green or watching the
kids play soccer.

Includes Two CPX Personal Cooling Packs
Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs produce a regulated output of 57°F
for up to 1.5 hours. Recharge takes as little as 20 minutes, so
swapping packs on the fly is a snap, making convenient and refreshing
24/7 personal cooling just a cooler of ice water away.

Not A Cooling Bandana
Soggy bandanas use evaporation for cooling, so they don't
work in high humidity. Black Ice is unaffected by humidity.
It gives you refreshing 57°F cooling—no matter the weather.
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Need 24/7 Personal
Cooling? Just Add Ice Water.

Looking for a personal cooling solution that can go the distance? The
MaxSys MS1 is the answer. By combining the cooling power of the
twin-pack CCX-S Personal Cooling System and the insulating power
of the UC1 UltraCooler, Black Ice has created the first true turn-key
24/7 personal cooling system—Just add ice water.

CCX-S Personal Cooling System
The Cool Collar CCX-S included with the MaxSys MS1 comes with
two CPX Personal Cooling Packs so you can wear one pack while the
other is recharging in your UC1 UltraCooler. Simple. Cool. Effective.

UltraCooler UC1
The UC1 may be best soft-sided cooler on the market. Constructed of
tough, premium-grade materials, it's leak-proof, and it's the perfect
solution for recharging Black Ice whether you're on the job or on the
go.
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Need 24/7 Personal
Cooling? Just Add Ice Water.

Looking for a personal cooling solution that can go the distance? The
MaxSys MS1 is the answer. By combining the cooling power of the
twin-pack CCX-S Personal Cooling System and the insulating power
of the UC1 UltraCooler, Black Ice has created the first true turn-key
24/7 personal cooling system—Just add ice water.

CCX-S Personal Cooling System
The Cool Collar CCX-S included with the MaxSys MS1 comes with
two CPX Personal Cooling Packs so you can wear one pack while the
other is recharging in your UC1 UltraCooler. Simple. Cool. Effective.

UltraCooler UC1
The UC1 may be best soft-sided cooler on the market. Constructed of
tough, premium-grade materials, it's leak-proof, and it's the perfect
solution for recharging Black Ice whether you're on the job or on the
go.
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Cool Features
Make A Cool Product
Hundreds of products promise long-term relief when it's hot, but how
many deliver? The MS1 does—24/7. It takes the cooling power of the
Cool Collar CCX-S and combines it with one of the best coolers on the
market, the Black Ice UC1 UltraCooler, to provide refreshing, long-
term cooling you have to feel to believe.

Cool And Refreshing
Bandanas provide very little tangible cooling, and electric contraptions
offer even less. Based on MAT (Molecular Alloy Technology), Black
Ice delivers a constant, regulated output of 57°F— a comfortable
temperature that's refeshingly cool.

Going The Distance
Other products feel cool for just a few minutes, and most don't work at
all in high humidity. Each Black Ice Personal Cooling Pack delivers
regulated, 57°F cooling for up to 1.5 hours per recharge—regardless
of humidity level.

Need 24/7 Cooling? Just Add Ice Water
Black Ice recharges in a freezer, refrigerator or ice water. Need your
cooling on the go? MaxSys includes the UC1 UltraCooler, a tough six-
pack sized soft-sided cooler. Just add ice water, and you can swap out
packs anytime, anywhere—True 24/7 cooling!
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Important information regarding the
safe use of Black Ice products

In order to experience all the benefits Black Ice offers, please follow these simple instructions.

Charging Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1.5 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 4 hr.
Ice water-approx 1 hr.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Charging Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 3 hr.
Ice water-approx 20 min.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Initial Temperature Caution
When you charge a Black Ice Pack, the initial temperature of the pack will be the same as the temperature of
the charging method used. That means a pack pulled from a household freezer (which is normally set to
about 0ºF) will be 0ºF. When charged in a refrigerator, or in ice water, the initial pack temperature will be
closer to 32-35ºF.

Seconds after a charged pack is removed from charging, it will begin to warm up. When the pack nears 52ºF
(CoolTherapy) or 57ºF (Personal Cooling), the output temperature will level off and will then remain constant
until the pack discharges. If you find the pack is too cold right out of the freezer, refrigerator or ice water,
allow it to sit out for a few minutes. It will rise and level off to operating temperature.

Cold Therapy Caution
Every person is different, so some users may be more sensitive to cold than others. To use Black Ice
CoolTherapy safely, the user must take the responsibility for monitoring the injury site for signs of cold-
induced issues. This is always important, but it is particularly important while using CoolTherapy on
extremities (feet, toes, fingers, ears, nose, etc.), and even more important in the case of users who suffer
from Raynaud's Syndrome or other cold-sensitivity maladies.

While using your CoolTherapy, you must inspect the area at least every time you swap CoolTherapy
Packs (generally every 1-1.5 hr.). This is especially important when applying CoolTherapy to
extremities-feet, toes, fingers, etc. If you are cooling an extremity, check more often until you are
convinced you are not experiencing any cold-induced issues. If there are any signs of discoloration
(deep reddening, purple/blue, whitening, etc.), or if you experience undue pain, numbness or
sluggish muscle response, discontinue CoolTherapy for at least two hours. In the unlikely event the
condition persists, consult a healthcare professional.

Do not swap out CoolTherapy packs until they are discharged. Swapping packs too quickly may
cause an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-
induced injury.

Do not apply Black Ice CoolTherapy along with any other form of cold therapy. Doing so may lead to
an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced
injury.
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Important information regarding the
safe use of Black Ice products

In order to experience all the benefits Black Ice offers, please follow these simple instructions.

Charging Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1.5 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 4 hr.
Ice water-approx 1 hr.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Charging Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 3 hr.
Ice water-approx 20 min.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Initial Temperature Caution
When you charge a Black Ice Pack, the initial temperature of the pack will be the same as the temperature of
the charging method used. That means a pack pulled from a household freezer (which is normally set to
about 0ºF) will be 0ºF. When charged in a refrigerator, or in ice water, the initial pack temperature will be
closer to 32-35ºF.

Seconds after a charged pack is removed from charging, it will begin to warm up. When the pack nears 52ºF
(CoolTherapy) or 57ºF (Personal Cooling), the output temperature will level off and will then remain constant
until the pack discharges. If you find the pack is too cold right out of the freezer, refrigerator or ice water,
allow it to sit out for a few minutes. It will rise and level off to operating temperature.

Cold Therapy Caution
Every person is different, so some users may be more sensitive to cold than others. To use Black Ice
CoolTherapy safely, the user must take the responsibility for monitoring the injury site for signs of cold-
induced issues. This is always important, but it is particularly important while using CoolTherapy on
extremities (feet, toes, fingers, ears, nose, etc.), and even more important in the case of users who suffer
from Raynaud's Syndrome or other cold-sensitivity maladies.

While using your CoolTherapy, you must inspect the area at least every time you swap CoolTherapy
Packs (generally every 1-1.5 hr.). This is especially important when applying CoolTherapy to
extremities-feet, toes, fingers, etc. If you are cooling an extremity, check more often until you are
convinced you are not experiencing any cold-induced issues. If there are any signs of discoloration
(deep reddening, purple/blue, whitening, etc.), or if you experience undue pain, numbness or
sluggish muscle response, discontinue CoolTherapy for at least two hours. In the unlikely event the
condition persists, consult a healthcare professional.

Do not swap out CoolTherapy packs until they are discharged. Swapping packs too quickly may
cause an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-
induced injury.

Do not apply Black Ice CoolTherapy along with any other form of cold therapy. Doing so may lead to
an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced
injury.

Important information regarding the
safe use of Black Ice products
In order to experience all the benefits Black Ice offers, please follow these simple
instructions.

Charging Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1.5 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 4 hr.
Ice water-approx 1.5 hr.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Charging Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 3 hr.
Ice water-approx 20 min.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Initial Temperature Caution
When you charge a Black Ice Pack, the initial temperature of the pack will be the same
as the temperature of the charging method used. That means a pack pulled from a
household freezer (which is normally set to about 0ºF) will be 0ºF. When charged in a
refrigerator, or in ice water, the initial pack temperature will be closer to 32-35ºF.

Seconds after a charged pack is removed from charging, it will begin to warm up.
When the pack nears 52ºF (CoolTherapy) or 57ºF (Personal Cooling), the output
temperature will level off and will then remain constant until the pack discharges. If you
find the pack is too cold right out of the freezer, refrigerator or ice water, allow it to sit
out for a few minutes. It will rise and level off to operating temperature.

Cold Therapy Caution
Every person is different, so some users may be more sensitive to cold than others. To
use Black Ice CoolTherapy safely, the user must take the responsibility for monitoring
the injury site for signs of cold-induced issues. This is always important, but it is
particularly important while using CoolTherapy on extremities (feet, toes, fingers, ears,
nose, etc.), and even more important in the case of users who suffer from Raynaud's
Syndrome or other cold-sensitivity maladies.

While using your CoolTherapy, you must inspect the area at least every time you

swap CoolTherapy Packs (generally every 1-1.5 hr.). This is especially important
when applying CoolTherapy to extremities-feet, toes, fingers, etc. If you are
cooling an extremity, check more often until you are convinced you are not
experiencing any cold-induced issues. If there are any signs of discoloration
(deep reddening, purple/blue, whitening, etc.), or if you experience undue pain,
numbness or sluggish muscle response, discontinue CoolTherapy for at least two
hours. In the unlikely event the condition persists, consult a healthcare
professional.

Do not swap out CoolTherapy packs until they are discharged. Swapping packs
too quickly may cause an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to
frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced injury.

Do not apply Black Ice CoolTherapy along with any other form of cold therapy.
Doing so may lead to an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to
frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced injury.

Do not use other forms of cold therapy (ice, gels, etc.) with Black Ice
CoolTherapy wraps. Doing so may lead to an unregulated drop in skin
temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced injury.

Black Ice CoolTherapy should only be applied to otherwise healthy patients with minor
pain or swelling. In any other case, consult a physician for individual direction. Unless
under the direction of a physician, do not use CoolTherapy on infants, patients who are
non-communicative, patients with paralysis or open wounds.

Use only as directed. Use any cold therapy product with caution and common sense.
Read all safety information printed on product instruction sheet before using. Do not
microwave. Discard pack if ruptured. If pack contents contact skin, wash affected area
with a grease-cutting soap and water, and wash any wraps or clothing that come into
contact with the coolant before using again. Do not ingest pack contents. If ingested,
do not induce vomiting. Dilute with water or milk and consult a physician. Contains
mineral oil. Do not use near open flame.

All Black Ice cooling packs are made of tough, puncture-resistant, medical-grade
urethane, and they are sealed utilizing advanced Radio Frequency (RF) sealing
processes. The packs are tough, but nothing is indestructible. Care should be taken
while using packs. Great care must be used while applying MCP cooling pack (s) to the
bottom/sole of the foot to avoid stepping on and possibly damaging pack. Do not
attempt to squeeze or crush cooling pack. Store packs so they are not subjected to
weights over 5lb. (static load). Take care of your MCPs, and they will last a long, long
time.

IN CASE OF LEAKAGE
The coolant contained in all Black Ice cooling packs is chemically classified as a light
mineral oil (MSDS available upon request). The material is non-hazardous, non-toxic
and non-carcinogenic, but it is a petroleum-based oil, which means some people may
experience itching or mild skin irritation if their skin is exposed to the coolant for long
periods of time. In the very unlikely event you experience a pack leak, discard the pack
and thoroughly wash any skin that comes into contact with the liquid with a grease-
cutting liquid soap. Also be sure to thoroughly wash the wrap or any clothing exposed
to the coolant before using. Again, be sure to use a grease-cutting detergent.

For more information please contact Black Ice.
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Important information regarding the
safe use of Black Ice products

In order to experience all the benefits Black Ice offers, please follow these simple instructions.

Charging Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1.5 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 4 hr.
Ice water-approx 1 hr.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Charging Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 3 hr.
Ice water-approx 20 min.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Initial Temperature Caution
When you charge a Black Ice Pack, the initial temperature of the pack will be the same as the temperature of
the charging method used. That means a pack pulled from a household freezer (which is normally set to
about 0ºF) will be 0ºF. When charged in a refrigerator, or in ice water, the initial pack temperature will be
closer to 32-35ºF.

Seconds after a charged pack is removed from charging, it will begin to warm up. When the pack nears 52ºF
(CoolTherapy) or 57ºF (Personal Cooling), the output temperature will level off and will then remain constant
until the pack discharges. If you find the pack is too cold right out of the freezer, refrigerator or ice water,
allow it to sit out for a few minutes. It will rise and level off to operating temperature.

Cold Therapy Caution
Every person is different, so some users may be more sensitive to cold than others. To use Black Ice
CoolTherapy safely, the user must take the responsibility for monitoring the injury site for signs of cold-
induced issues. This is always important, but it is particularly important while using CoolTherapy on
extremities (feet, toes, fingers, ears, nose, etc.), and even more important in the case of users who suffer
from Raynaud's Syndrome or other cold-sensitivity maladies.

While using your CoolTherapy, you must inspect the area at least every time you swap CoolTherapy
Packs (generally every 1-1.5 hr.). This is especially important when applying CoolTherapy to
extremities-feet, toes, fingers, etc. If you are cooling an extremity, check more often until you are
convinced you are not experiencing any cold-induced issues. If there are any signs of discoloration
(deep reddening, purple/blue, whitening, etc.), or if you experience undue pain, numbness or
sluggish muscle response, discontinue CoolTherapy for at least two hours. In the unlikely event the
condition persists, consult a healthcare professional.

Do not swap out CoolTherapy packs until they are discharged. Swapping packs too quickly may
cause an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-
induced injury.

Do not apply Black Ice CoolTherapy along with any other form of cold therapy. Doing so may lead to
an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced
injury.
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Do not use other forms of cold therapy (ice, gels, etc.) with Black Ice CoolTherapy wraps. Doing so
may lead to an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-
induced injury.

Black Ice CoolTherapy should only be applied to otherwise healthy patients with minor pain or swelling. In
any other case, consult a physician for individual direction. Unless under the direction of a physician, do not
use CoolTherapy on infants, patients who are non-communicative, patients with paralysis or open wounds.

Use only as directed. Use any cold therapy product with caution and common sense. Read all safety
information printed on product instruction sheet before using. Do not microwave. Discard pack if ruptured. If
pack contents contact skin, wash affected area with a grease-cutting soap and water, and wash any wraps
or clothing that come into contact with the coolant before using again. Do not ingest pack contents. If
ingested, do not induce vomiting. Dilute with water or milk and consult a physician. Contains mineral oil. Do
not use near open flame.

All Black Ice cooling packs are made of tough, puncture-resistant, medical-grade urethane, and they are
sealed utilizing advanced Radio Frequency (RF) sealing processes. The packs are tough, but nothing is
indestructible. Care should be taken while using packs. Great care must be used while applying MCP cooling
pack (s) to the bottom/sole of the foot to avoid stepping on and possibly damaging pack. Do not attempt to
squeeze or crush cooling pack. Store packs so they are not subjected to weights over 5lb. (static load). Take
care of your MCPs, and they will last a long, long time.

IN CASE OF LEAKAGE
The coolant contained in all Black Ice cooling packs is chemically classified as a light mineral oil (MSDS
available upon request). The material is non-hazardous, non-toxic and non-carcinogenic, but it is a
petroleum-based oil, which means some people may experience itching or mild skin irritation if their skin is
exposed to the coolant for long periods of time. In the very unlikely event you experience a pack leak,
discard the pack and thoroughly wash any skin that comes into contact with the liquid with a grease-cutting
liquid soap. Also be sure to thoroughly wash the wrap or any clothing exposed to the coolant before using.
Again, be sure to use a grease-cutting detergent.

For more information please contact Black Ice.

swap CoolTherapy Packs (generally every 1-1.5 hr.). This is especially important
when applying CoolTherapy to extremities-feet, toes, fingers, etc. If you are
cooling an extremity, check more often until you are convinced you are not
experiencing any cold-induced issues. If there are any signs of discoloration
(deep reddening, purple/blue, whitening, etc.), or if you experience undue pain,
numbness or sluggish muscle response, discontinue CoolTherapy for at least two
hours. In the unlikely event the condition persists, consult a healthcare
professional.

Do not swap out CoolTherapy packs until they are discharged. Swapping packs
too quickly may cause an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to
frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced injury.

Do not apply Black Ice CoolTherapy along with any other form of cold therapy.
Doing so may lead to an unregulated drop in skin temperature, leading to
frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced injury.

Do not use other forms of cold therapy (ice, gels, etc.) with Black Ice
CoolTherapy wraps. Doing so may lead to an unregulated drop in skin
temperature, leading to frostbite, nerve palsy or other cold-induced injury.

Black Ice CoolTherapy should only be applied to otherwise healthy patients with minor
pain or swelling. In any other case, consult a physician for individual direction. Unless
under the direction of a physician, do not use CoolTherapy on infants, patients who are
non-communicative, patients with paralysis or open wounds.

Use only as directed. Use any cold therapy product with caution and common sense.
Read all safety information printed on product instruction sheet before using. Do not
microwave. Discard pack if ruptured. If pack contents contact skin, wash affected area
with a grease-cutting soap and water, and wash any wraps or clothing that come into
contact with the coolant before using again. Do not ingest pack contents. If ingested,
do not induce vomiting. Dilute with water or milk and consult a physician. Contains
mineral oil. Do not use near open flame.

All Black Ice cooling packs are made of tough, puncture-resistant, medical-grade
urethane, and they are sealed utilizing advanced Radio Frequency (RF) sealing
processes. The packs are tough, but nothing is indestructible. Care should be taken
while using packs. Great care must be used while applying MCP cooling pack (s) to the
bottom/sole of the foot to avoid stepping on and possibly damaging pack. Do not
attempt to squeeze or crush cooling pack. Store packs so they are not subjected to
weights over 5lb. (static load). Take care of your MCPs, and they will last a long, long
time.

IN CASE OF LEAKAGE
The coolant contained in all Black Ice cooling packs is chemically classified as a light
mineral oil (MSDS available upon request). The material is non-hazardous, non-toxic
and non-carcinogenic, but it is a petroleum-based oil, which means some people may
experience itching or mild skin irritation if their skin is exposed to the coolant for long
periods of time. In the very unlikely event you experience a pack leak, discard the pack
and thoroughly wash any skin that comes into contact with the liquid with a grease-
cutting liquid soap. Also be sure to thoroughly wash the wrap or any clothing exposed
to the coolant before using. Again, be sure to use a grease-cutting detergent.

For more information please contact Black Ice.

Important information regarding the
safe use of Black Ice products
In order to experience all the benefits Black Ice offers, please follow these simple
instructions.

Charging Black Ice Modular CoolTherapy Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1.5 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 4 hr.
Ice water-approx 1.5 hr.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Charging Black Ice Personal Cooling Packs

Packs can be charged in any of three ways:

Freezer- approx. 1 hr.
Refrigerator-approx. 3 hr.
Ice water-approx 20 min.

Place packs flat while charging
Stacking packs increases recharge time
Store packs in the freezer or refrigerator
Do not freeze at temperatures below -5°F

Initial Temperature Caution
When you charge a Black Ice Pack, the initial temperature of the pack will be the same
as the temperature of the charging method used. That means a pack pulled from a
household freezer (which is normally set to about 0ºF) will be 0ºF. When charged in a
refrigerator, or in ice water, the initial pack temperature will be closer to 32-35ºF.

Seconds after a charged pack is removed from charging, it will begin to warm up.
When the pack nears 52ºF (CoolTherapy) or 57ºF (Personal Cooling), the output
temperature will level off and will then remain constant until the pack discharges. If you
find the pack is too cold right out of the freezer, refrigerator or ice water, allow it to sit
out for a few minutes. It will rise and level off to operating temperature.

Cold Therapy Caution
Every person is different, so some users may be more sensitive to cold than others. To
use Black Ice CoolTherapy safely, the user must take the responsibility for monitoring
the injury site for signs of cold-induced issues. This is always important, but it is
particularly important while using CoolTherapy on extremities (feet, toes, fingers, ears,
nose, etc.), and even more important in the case of users who suffer from Raynaud's
Syndrome or other cold-sensitivity maladies.

While using your CoolTherapy, you must inspect the area at least every time you


